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integrating powerful mobile device management capabilities
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Introduction
At last count, almost six billion mobile device subscriptions were 
held worldwide.1 There is no question that mobile device use  
is booming, and IT organizations are jumping onboard—not 
only in adopting bring-your-own-device (BYOD) strategies for 
the enterprise, but in taking advantage of the increase in demand 
for mobile applications. In fact, more than 300,000 mobile  
applications have been developed over the last three years.2

The advantages of mobile application development are many—
custom applications can provide company-specific and targeted 
ways to improve business productivity and customer engage-
ment, provide better customer service, and help organizations 
differentiate themselves from the competition.3 Additionally, 
some organizations develop their own internal mobile applica-
tions because they aren’t able to control mobile devices and their 
commercially-available applications or native operating systems 
(OSs) as tightly as is necessary. But if the organization creates  
its own applications, it can design in its choice of controls.

But how can IT—already struggling with the challenges of man-
aging an increasingly mobile infrastructure with ever-growing 
diversity and complexity—ensure the security of mobile devices 
and applications during the critical development phase? Beta 
versions of mobile applications are typically distributed to 
employees’ mobile devices during the internal testing phase, 
adding layers of risk as well as complexity to the development 
process. Beta applications absolutely must be kept confidential—
both to avoid the theft of intellectual property and to prevent 
early, unfinished versions from leaking to the public.

In addressing these issues, however, most IT organizations use 
completely separate mobile application development and mobile 
device management tools—which can leave significant gaps in 
device and application security. This white paper will address  
the challenges of managing mobile devices and the security gaps 
that can occur in the mobile application development process.  
It will then discuss the advantages of using integrated technolo-
gies for mobile application development and mobile device  
management, rather than independent solutions, to take on  
the challenges—and opportunities—of BYOD and mobile  
application development environments.

Addressing the challenges of managing 
mobile applications and devices
While the widespread business use of mobile devices has enabled 
new levels of productivity and f lexibility in the workplace, it  
has also introduced new changes and challenges related to IT 
management and security—significantly disrupting traditional 
management paradigms.
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Traditional management model New device management paradigm

Enterprise-provided equipment Employee-owned devices (BYOD)

Small set of supported platforms/models Many different manufacturers/models

Upgrades initiated and managed by IT OS and application upgrades managed by mobile carriers, OEMs and users

Applications/security tightly controlled by IT Mobile devices controlled by users

As a result of these shifts—especially the move to employee-
owned devices from company-provided equipment—it is more 
difficult than ever for IT to maintain control over the organiza-
tion’s data, applications and upgrades. With the rise of BYOD, 
the power has shifted to the mobile device user, raising serious 
concerns in mobile application development environments, 
where the security of in-process enterprise applications is at risk.

Limitations of native OS technologies
In any environment, it is difficult for IT organizations to safe-
guard enterprise application data on mobile devices due to the 
management limitations of native OSs such as Google Android 
and Apple iOS. This represents a sharp contrast to traditional 
computing scenarios, where IT could easily wipe corporate data 
from desktops when employees left the organization or were out 
of compliance with company policy. But control is especially 
critical in mobile environments, where the risk of application 
data leakage is higher. That’s because in the mobile realm, native 
OS technologies prioritize the user experience over IT control—
and many don’t allow IT to selectively wipe application data 
from mobile devices. In fact, these native OSs often prevent the 
enterprise application from detecting whether the mobile device 
on which it is installed is in or out of compliance.

This lack of control leaves a marked security gap. What if, for 
example, an employee with multiple enterprise applications on 
an Android device violates corporate policy, putting enterprise 
data at risk? IT would need to temporarily deny access to or 
remotely remove the enterprise applications from the device,  

as well as wipe it clean of application data. But since the Android 
OS doesn’t enable IT to forcibly install or uninstall applications 
or control them remotely, the enterprise applications would 
remain at high risk. And what if the applications in question are 
currently in the testing phase of deployment? Their early release 
could be disastrous to the organization in terms of financial and 
intellectual-property losses.

Limitations of using independent development and 
management tools
On today’s smarter planet, where instrumented, interconnected 
and intelligent businesses collect, process, use and store more 
information than ever before, organizations must invest in tools 
to secure and manage the gamut of devices used by employees. 
The right mobile device management solution can enable  
unified management of all enterprise devices, from desktops  
to laptops to smartphones, and more. However, when mobile 
devices are used in the development process—as they must be, 
to test new mobile applications—management and security 
shortcomings occur. Applications in development can be placed 
at risk because most mobile device management solutions don’t 
integrate with mobile application development platforms.

A common response for many organizations is to use device 
management tools that are independent of the development 
tools with which they build mobile applications. But this option 
leaves organizations in need of a way to deal with security gaps. 
Connecting the development and management functions can 
help your organization overcome these limitations.
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Integrating mobile development and 
management technologies
There is a lot of value to be gained from integrating mobile 
application development with mobile device management. 
Organizations can better protect enterprise data during  
development by consolidating the policy management of mobile 
applications into a single infrastructure. Integrating these tools 
also can help streamline the workflow between development  
and operations teams.

Consolidate mobile application policy management
Integrating the two technologies can help overcome many native
OS management limitations. For one thing, this integration 
enables a mobile application to periodically “check in” with the 
endpoint management tool to provide the compliance state of 
the user and the device. IT can then deny mobile enterprise 
application access if the mobile device is found to be out of  
compliance with policy.

 

Mobile application
development platform

Mobile device
management tool

Development Integration benefits

Develop, connect, run
and manage mobile
applications

Overcome native OS
limitations to better protect
enterprise data

Take advantage of
self-service portal and
enterprise application
store

Detect rooted or jail-
broken devices

Selectively wipe
enterprise applications

Consolidate policy
management of mobile
applications into one
infrastructure

Streamline workflow
between development
and operations teams

Leverage standards-
based tools and
technologies

Reduce development
time to market, cost and
complexity

Management

There are clear benefits to integrating mobile application development with mobile device management.
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By integrating their endpoint management tools and mobile 
application development platforms, administrators can manage 
policies of all applications built using the mobile application 
development platform and tested using mobile devices. They  
can then avoid the need to set some device-level policies in the 
endpoint management tool—and separately manage application-
specific policies using the mobile application development 
platform.

Integrating mobile device management with mobile application 
development also enables organizations to streamline corporate 
policies across development and operations—since mandatory 
security and compliance approval processes can be complex and 

time consuming. For example, integration enables a portfolio  
of applications developed on a mobile application development 
platform to go through a uniform approval and compliance 
checklist, enforced by a centralized security group, during the 
testing phase. In addition, application developers can receive 
iterative feedback from other stakeholders on application policy, 
compliance and security considerations. The security group can 
then preapprove these applications in the production stage in a 
much shorter timeframe. This, in turn, can reduce the length  
of application release cycles, as development groups become 
independent of implementing or enforcing policies one  
application at a time.

Mobile foundation integration scenario: Deny application access

Mobile application
development platform

Mobile device
management tool

Deny application
access

Policy violation
detected

Ongoing assessment of
device compliance

Periodic query for device
compliance status

Report compliance violation

Integrating the mobile application development platform with mobile device management provides greater IT control—which is necessary in order to properly 
protect mobile applications during the testing phase of deployment.
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Streamline application development workflow
Integrating development and management functions also 
streamlines the mobile application development workflow—
which further contributes to an organization’s ability to deploy 
custom-built applications more quickly. They can move applica-
tions more smoothly through the deployment process—from 
development through quality assurance, then on to employee 
mobile devices for internal testing, during which the applications 
can be tightly managed, before they ultimately land in the  
end users’ hands.

In addition, integration can provide a greater degree of security 
and quality during the development process. For example, using 
a mobile device management tool with an application deploy-
ment platform can help developers feel more confident that  
they are using the right application version, one that hasn’t been 
corrupted or manipulated in some way between the development 
and the production stages. It gives the team more control to pull 
the application out of testing for adjustments, update it later or 
remove it from circulation, as needed.

Mobile foundation integration scenario: Streamline application development workflow

Build application using
mobile application

development platform

Import into mobile device management
application store

Distribute application
to employees

The ideal endpoint management solution would allow developers to directly import and distribute mobile applications via a built-in enterprise application store, 
further improving workflow between development and operations teams.
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Choosing a strong mobile foundation  
from IBM
You can count on IBM to provide an end-to-end mobile strategy 
for your organization. IBM offers both an industry-leading  
endpoint management solution and a robust mobile application 
development platform—along with the unique ability to  
integrate the two. IBM® Worklight®, an advanced, open,  
comprehensive and standards-based mobile application develop-
ment platform for smartphones and tablets, integrates easily  
with IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile Devices, which enables 
unified management of all enterprise devices.

Worklight enables organizations of all sizes to efficiently 
develop, connect, run and manage mobile and omni-channel 
applications using a single integrated platform. It includes a 
comprehensive development environment, mobile-optimized 
runtime middleware, a private enterprise application center and 
an integrated management and analytics console—all supported 
by a variety of security mechanisms.

Endpoint Manager for Mobile Devices provides the additional 
control developers need during the critical mobile application 
development process. And with a single click, organizations can 
move finished applications—developed using the Worklight 
platform’s application center—from development to operations 
for distribution to end users via the Endpoint Manager 
Enterprise Application Store.

Conclusion
The comprehensive set of mobile capabilities available from 
IBM helps organizations increase efficiencies and gain a  
competitive advantage. In particular, the ability to integrate  
IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile Devices and IBM Worklight 
delivers an advanced array of application development, connec-
tivity and management capabilities to support—and protect—the 
wide variety of mobile devices and mobile application types 
increasingly common in today’s IT infrastructures.



For more information
To learn more about IBM Endpoint Manager for  
Mobile Devices and IBM Worklight, contact your  
IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit:  
ibm.com/software/mobile-solutions/

Additionally, IBM Global Financing can help you acquire  
the software capabilities that your business needs in the most 
cost-effective and strategic way possible. We’ll partner with 
credit-qualified clients to customize a financing solution to sui
your business and development goals, enable effective cash  
management, and improve your total cost of ownership. Fund
your critical IT investment and propel your business forward 
with IBM Global Financing. For more information, visit:  
ibm.com/financing
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